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“In Chapel no creed, colour or 

caste separated us and it is 

this bond which keeps us all 

together as true friends long 

after leaving school.”

Old Cottonian
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Bishop Cotton School is located in the heart of the 
beautiful Shimla Hills and within relatively easy reach 
of Chandigarh and Delhi.

Underpinned by a proud history that goes back over 
one hundred and sixty years we have our eyes firmly 
set on the twenty first century.

To be educated at Bishop Cotton School is to enter 
the world beyond school with confidence. We aim 
to produce young men who are happy, resilient, 
self-motivated, and ready for any challenge that lies 
ahead.  As a boarding community we aim to give the 
highest standard of pastoral care to every pupil who 
joins our family.

We believe in the pursuit of academic excellence 
and success, of course, but this is not at the 
expense of an all-round and broad education, as 
the two are not mutually exclusive.  On the contrary 
they complement one another.  Our education is 
determinedly holistic and values-driven.  Our pupils 
flourish both in and out of the classroom and they 
develop skills, qualities and values that will lead to a 
successful life.

We passionately believe that the quality of an 
education is seen in the actions of the young men 
we produce and Bishop Cotton Alumni (The Old 
Cottonian Association) are an eclectic and high 
achieving group of people who have achieved 
success in a wide range of fields throughout the 
world.  The OCA provide mentoring and support to 
our students as they prepare for life beyond school.

To understand who we are and what we are about, 
come and see us.  Walk through the Deodar forest 
and into our safe and spacious campus and you will 
be assured a warm welcome.

Simon Weale MA (Oxon)
Director, Bishop Cotton School, Shimla

Director’s Welcome
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Why Choose Bishop Cotton School?

Boarding
Most of our families have proactively made the 
decision to choose boarding because of the 
benefits it will bring their boys.  Other families 
understandably have specific reasons such as both 
parents (or single parents) are working long hours 
or their work requires the parents to move regularly 
disrupting their children’s education.  Other families 
are concerned by the high pollution levels in modern 
cities as well as our current Covid-19 pandemic.  

BCS - A Family for Life
Boys who come to BCS, Shimla are joining a huge 
worldwide family consisting of the children, parents, 
staff, alumni. We share each other’s successes and 
we support those in need.  It is a family that lasts a 
life time.

English Speaking
BCS is an English-speaking school and our aim is for 
all boys to leave with undergraduate level English so 
that they can flourish in any work place throughout 
the world.

Academic Success
Small class sizes (under 25) and boarding life at 
BCS Shimla enhances the academic success of each 
student by strengthening the bond between teacher 
and pupil.

In addition to lesson time teachers and House Staff 
get to know what makes each pupil tick because they 
live alongside them, they eat with them, they see 
them in activities outside of the classroom such as 
sport, debates, music or drama.

“The main reason I wanted to 

enrol my son to BCS was to 

become a good human being, 

to be respectful and to have 

empathy.”
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Strong Relationships
Life at BCS is based on building strong relationships.  
The boys have to learn how to get on with one 
another.  They have to work with teachers and other 
staff, encouraging soft skills such as negotiation and 
empathy. Most of all the boys value ‘mateship’ – the 
friends they make at school and keep for life.

Independence
BCS builds independence and resilience. The boys 
are not shielded by their parents from mistakes. 
They need to organise themselves and they need 
to get into routines.  They need to meet deadlines.  
They have freedom but within the routines and 
responsibilities of the school. BCS pupils are 
universally known for their self-discipline, politeness 
and conduct.

Pastoral Care
The boarding community at BCS, Shimla is built 
around four residential Houses - Lefroy, Ibbetson, 
Rivaz and Curzon.  The House System encourages 
friendly rivalry, but is also at the heart of our system 
of pastoral care. 

Each boy is allocated to a House and the team of 
Housemasters, House Staff, Wardens and Matrons 
are responsible for overseeing the physical and 
emotional needs of each boy.  In addition to this we 

have a resident Chaplain, school co-ordinators and a 
school counsellor to provide a further dimension of 
pastoral care.

Safe and Healthy
Life at BCS, Shimla is safe and healthy.  Boarding 
24/7 allows the boys to exercise every day within 
the secure thirty-five-acre campus.  They breathe the 
clean fresh mountain air, they eat healthily, and they 
all play regular competitive sport.

BCS, Shimla is supported by a strong medical team 
(on call 24/7) based in the infirmary comprising of 
the school doctor (a pediatrician) and three nurses.  
The boys have full medicals every six months and 
that information is shared with parents.

BCS, Shimla provides a refuge from the modern 
world of social media.  Whilst the boys will learn the 
effective use of technology, quiet time is screen free. 

Life Beyond School
Of all alumni networks the strongest are those of 
boarding schools.  Every year BCS Shimla celebrates 
the 25th and 50th anniversaries of previous batches.  
The Old Cottonians provides a network of successful 
alumni throughout the world who are only too happy 
to provide mentorship and support to the boys as 
they face the world of work.  
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History and Heritage
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Bishop Cotton School, Shimla 
is one of the oldest boarding 
schools in Asia, and was the 
first ‘Public School’ in India.  
It was founded on 28th July 
1859, by Bishop George Edward 
Lynch Cotton (pictured). 
George Cotton was a scholar 
at Westminster School and a 

graduate of Cambridge University.  In 1836, Cotton 
began teaching at Rugby School under the tutelage 
of Doctor Thomas Arnold before moving on to be 
Master of Marlborough College. It was the young Mr 
Cotton who is spoken of as the ‘the model young 
master’ in Thomas Hughes’ famous book ‘Tom 
Brown’s School Days’.

In 1857, Queen Victoria personally selected Bishop 
Cotton as Bishop of Calcutta and the Metropolitan 
Bishop of India, Burma and the Island of Ceylon, at a 
critical and turbulent time in Indian history.

As Bishop of Calcutta, on the 28th July 1859, Cotton 
conducted a service for the foundation of a public 
school at a hill station. Collections were made in 
most of the churches of the Diocese for this purpose. 
These funds were used to found the Bishop’s School 
at Jutogh, Shimla. The land and the buildings on it 
were a gift from the Viceroy. Three private houses 
were purchased by Bishop Cotton, out of the 
India Public School Fund, and the school opened 
for students on the 15th March 1863. Though 
mentioned in correspondence as the Shimla Public 
School, it never actually bore this name.

The first boy, Frederick Naylor, joined the school 
on the 16th March 1863, ‘creeping like a snail, 
unwillingly to school,’ watched by the staff with 
curiosity and amusement. Thirty five boys were 
admitted that year and the school increased its 
strength to sixty five pupils by 1864. This was the 
maximum number the buildings and grounds could 
hold.

A change of site was then deemed necessary 
because the Jutogh site was divided by a public road. 

The Head’s wife hosting President of 
India, Dr Rajendra Prasad and Governor 
of Punjab, Mr V N Gadgil
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“One of my pleasantest public acts, I trust I have done something 

permanently for the good of the diocese and of the country and 

pray that God, through whose mercy it has been accomplished, 

may grant to it his blessing and make it for all time a home for 

godliness and good learning.”

Bishop Cotton’s quote on founding the School, 28th July 1859

Bishop Cotton personally investigated potential 
sites in 1864, finally approved the south end of the 
Knollswood Spur.  The foundation stone for the new 
buildings, was laid on 26th September 1866, by 
H.E. The Viceroy Sir John Lawrence, elder brother of 
Sir Henry Lawrence, founder of the Military Asylum, 
Sanawar. In September 1868, the school moved to 
Knollswood, its present site.

Since then the school has gone from strength to 
strength.  It has survived many challenges including 
a major fire in 1905, the Spanish Flu pandemic 
after the First World War, and the disruption of 
independence in 1947 when many of the Muslim and 
British boys had to leave.  Today the school is proud 
of its Anglo-Indian heritage, but firmly embraces the 
multi-faceted nature of modern 21st century India 
– forward-looking, diverse, democratic, and vibrant.  
We welcome boys from all over the globe who will 
help to shape the next 160 years of the school. 

Lord and Lady Mountbatten
visiting BCS



‘The Shimla Seven’

Each boy at BCS is encouraged to develop seven 
habits to help them with the challenges of school 
and life beyond.

 1.  Principled

 2.  Connected

 3.  Resilient

 4.  Motivated

 5.  Curious

 6.  Reflective

 7.  Creative

Principled
Each boy should leave BCS with a set of values and 
principles that guide his actions. These include 
having the courage to act when injustice occurs and 
to care for those less fortunate.  The founder of the 
school, Bishop George Cotton, was driven by the 
Christian virtues of faith, hope and compassion.

Connected
Each boy should realise that we live in a connected 
world. They must develop communication skills and 
learn to build relationships with others – essential in 
a boarding community. They must speak and write 
undergraduate level English. They must learn team 
work and leadership. They must understand we 
all share one world and appreciate the challenges 
involved in ensuring a sustainable use of the planet’s 
resources.

Resilient
Each boy must learn to cope with the challenges of 
life and to learn to cope with moments of uncertainty 
and failure.  BCS boys learn to be independent and 
organised through life in boarding.  The extensive 
extra-curricular life of the school is designed to 
get boys out of their comfort zone and rise to the 
challenges faced.

Motivated
Each boy must learn to be proactive. To understand 
the value of energy and determination in succeeding 
in everyday life. BCS embraces the value of 
competition in everything we do.

Curious
Each boy is encouraged to be curious and informed 
about the outside world. Our mountain top campus 
and extensive tours and treks programme encourage 
moments of awe and wonder. Each boy should leave 
appreciating that a life well lived is a continuous 
learning experience.

Reflective
Each boy is encouraged to understand how they 
learn effectively and the different learning processes 
and learning styles. To understand that time spent 
pausing to plan the way ahead is well spent.

Creative
Each boy is encouraged to be creative and to 
understand the need to innovate and use imagination 
to solve problems. They need to be technologically 
literate.  They need to understand the need 
sometimes to take calculated risks.

12



Academic standards at BCS are excellent and we 
provide a high-quality education for boys aged 8 to 
17 years.

The school provides a complete course of studies for 
ten years in preparation for the Indian Certificate of 
Secondary Education (Class X) and the Indian School 
Certificate Examination (Class XII).  It is affiliated 
to the Council for the Indian School Certificate 
Examinations, New Delhi.

The Academic Programme

“It was probably self-

discipline that I really learnt 

at BCS.  It has carried me 

and many other Cottonians 

through life’s up and downs, 

triumphs and vicissitudes.”

Ruskin Bond, Children’s author
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English Speaking and Other Languages
BCS is an English Speaking school and the medium of 
instruction is English.

Great care is taken to develop fluency and accuracy 
in this language.

Every boy studies a second language and a high 
standard of proficiency is reached in Hindi, 
Gurmukhi, Sanskrit and French.

Teaching and Learning Methodology
While Classes IX to XII follow the CISCE syllabi, a 
flexibility of methodology and learning systems is 
strongly encouraged throughout the school to cater 
for different learning styles and preference.

The teaching system is backed by a Learning Support 
system, and within the boarding community teachers 
are readily available 24 hours to provide extra 
support to individuals.  The school has provision for 
helping children with special needs, which includes 
identifying specific learning difficulties and providing 
appropriate support.

The Syllabus

Class III to Class VIII
The School designs and implements its own 
curriculum for Classes III to VIII and tries to ensure 
that the boys and their teachers have as much 
flexibility as possible to foster a mutual learning 
process. The curriculum in the Junior and Middle 
School provides the basis for the key examination 
years and allows each boy to choose from the full list 
of subjects available for the Board exams for ICSE.

Subjects available for ICSE

Class IX to Class X
The following subjects are taught at the Class IX 
and X levels: English, Hindi, Mathematics, History 
and Civics, Geography, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 
Computer Science, Economics, Environmental 
Education, Environmental Science, Commercial 
Studies, Commercial Applications, Art and 
Physical Education. Students, as per the ICSE rules, 
are allowed a choice of subjects with English, 
Environmental Education, and Social Studies i.e 
History, Civics and Geography are compulsory 
subjects.

14



Subjects available for ISC

Class XI to Class XII
For the ISC (year XII examination), the subjects 
are English, Hindi, Mathematics, Economics, 
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Accounts, Commerce, 
Political Science, Geography, Computer Science, 
Environmental Education, and History.

Assessment and Reporting
The year is divided into three terms. The Spring 
Term The year is divided into two terms. The first 
term begins in February for Senior School (classes 
Nine and above), in March for the rest (classes 
Three to Eight) and ends in July with the Half Yearly 
Examinations.   Unit Tests are conducted during the 
term and account for 20% of the academic average 
of the term. The second term begins after the July 
Examinations and concludes in November with the 
Final Examinations. Again, Unit Tests account for 
20% of the academic average of the term.

Promotion is based on performance in the 
assessments throughout the year. Both terms 
are taken into consideration (In Senior School the 
weightage taken is 40% of the Half Yearly and 60% of 
the Final Examinations.) There are no examinations 
in Classes Three and Four, and progress is 
continually assessed through classwork and tests.  
Boys in Class Five, however, appear for the Final 
examinations only, but a greater emphasis is placed 
on performance in class throughout the year.  In the 
Junior School, full academic reports, including an 
annual medical report, are sent home three times a 
year.

Academic success is honoured at the Annual 
Speech Day, along with all other facets of school 
achievement, and top performers are awarded prizes 
for all round proficiency in studies as well as for 
performance in individual subjects.
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Sport
Sport plays a key part in the daily life of every boy 
at BCS.  Boys are taught the fundamentals of fitness 
and health.

In addition to basic physical training, they receive 
coaching in Cricket, Football, Hockey, Basketball, 
Tennis, Athletics, Boxing, Swimming, Table-Tennis, 
Rifle Shooting, Squash, Badminton, Scuba Diving, 
Mountaineering, Roller Skating and Karate.

The School’s sporting traditions are old and 
illustrious and there are regular Inter-House and 
Inter-School fixtures.

Co-curricular

“Life at BCS is far more 

than what is learned in the 

classroom.  Every boy takes 

part in a wide range of 

activities in order to enjoy 

the holistic development we 

prize.”
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Creativity
Every boy is encouraged to pursue activities like 
drama, debating, elocution, public speaking, art 
and crafts and music.  The school recognizes the 
importance of the creative and performing arts in 
shaping boys for the modern world.  Boys are able 
to compete in inter-school and inter-house events in 
these fields.  

Outreach
Community service and Socially Useful and 
Productive Work (SUPW) are a part of the formal 
curriculum.  Pupils are encouraged to volunteer in 
‘The Learning Centre’ and ‘The Non-Formal Centre’, 
the former being a special education centre for non-
resident, mentally and physically challenged children 
from Shimla, and the latter, a centre for the teaching 
of children of migrant labour.
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The boys’ dormitories are simple, clean and hygienic.

From Classes III to VIII, the boys live in newly built 
dormitories above the Junior School under the direct 
care and supervision of Matrons and Wardens, and 
boys of the same age group are housed together.  
The Junior and Middle School dormitories are called 
Linlithgow, Irons, Stooks, Lewis and Sinker.  The 
school is currently aiming to phase out bunk beds 
and most boys enjoy a single bed of their own.  
Additionally, each boy has a locker for their personal 
possessions.

Each dormitory has their own toilet and shower 
block, a linen room and a common room.

From Class IX onward the boys move up to the 
Main School and live with the other boys of their 
respective house.  Each House is supervised by the 
Housemaster and a Warden who lives next to the 
dormitory.  The Main School Matron is in charge 
of the box room and sees to the cleanliness of 
clothes, issue of personal items and other pastoral 
requirements.

The Junior School, Classes III to V, is overseen by the 
Junior School Co-ordinator.  Matrons live next to the 
boys in the dormitories and look after their basic 
needs outside of lesson time.  During the school day, 
the boys are under the care of Class Teachers, who 
function like House Tutors.

Life in Boarding

20



‘A Home Away From Home’

Keeping Up Appearances
The boys are required to bathe every day.  The 
school has an excellent supply of water and 
a filtration plant.  The 8000-litre diesel boiler 
provides plentiful hot water as and when required. 
Dormitories have fixed bathing times in the morning 
and evening. Clothes are laundered on campus and 
boys are given a fresh set of clothes three times a 
week, and change their underwear and socks daily!  
Bed linen is changed at least once a week.  The 
school barber cuts the boys hair, and each dormitory 
has a fixed day and time for this.  The appearance of 
each boy is checked on a daily basis by the Matron or 
Warden and the Housemasters.
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The school day varies for different age groups, but 
as a guide to life at Bishop Cotton the school is as 
follows:

Monday to Friday

0600hrs  The Rising Bell 

 Chota Hazri (morning tea)

 Physical training and games

 Showers

0730hrs  Inspection

0815hrs  Chapel

0845hrs  Classes begin

1045hrs  Short break

 Classes resume

1300hrs  Lunch

 Classes resume

1500hrs  Tea

1530hrs  Organised games

1730hrs  Shower and change

1800hrs  Supervised prep

1930hrs  Supper

 Second prep

2130hrs  Roll call

2200hrs  Bed time and lights out

Senior boys are permitted late study and a later 
bedtime at 2230hrs.

Saturday
Half day followed by Games.

Sunday
Rest day.

From Dawn to Dusk
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After they graduate the destination for most 
Cottonians is university.

As well as some of India’s most prestigious 
universities our leavers increasingly look abroad and 
popular destinations include the USA, the UK, Canada 
and Australia.

A comprehensive list can be found on the school 
website

The Old Cottonians’ Association provides a network 
of successful alumni throughout the world who 
provide mentorship and support to the boys as they 
face the world of work.  

Life after BCS

“It was during the Slater 

debates at BCS that I found 

the confidence to express 

myself in public.”

Old Cottonian24



“Boarding school life is a special phase. 

It teaches you to be independent, to fend 

for yourself and if you make a mistake 

you have to learn to correct it yourself. It 

also teaches you determination and makes 

you an all-round personality. Since each 

boarding school has different houses there 

is a strong tradition of intense competition 

between these houses, especially in sports.

There is also great camaraderie between students as it’s like an extended 

family. Spending morning to evening together for most part of the year, 

students especially classmates end up having a special bond for life. All 

these qualities later contribute in achieving success in life.”

Jeev Milkha Singh, International Golfer and Old Cottonian

The Old Cottonians’ Association (OCA)

Bishop Cotton School has produced Ambassadors, 
UN Contingent Commanders, Politicians, Generals, 
Admirals, Air Marshals, Industrialists, Authors, 
Actors, prominent Doctors, Teachers, Engineers, 
Civil Servants and a Chief Minister. Old Cottonians 
have won national gold medals in air rifle shooting, 
boxing and taekwondo. They have broken the 
national broad jump record, and the national air 
rifle shooting record (1998).  They have gained 
international caps in hockey and cricket, and they 
have won on the US PGA tour.

Former pupils have been awarded many honours 
and Major Roy Farran (Curzon) was the most highly 
decorated British soldier in the Second World War. 
Many Cottonians have also made the supreme 
sacrifice in defending their country.

“….and so from those who have gone 

before, to those who are yet to come; we 

pass our motto loud and clear, all evil 

overcome. As true as is a brother’s love, 

as close as ivy grows; we’ll stand four 

square throughout our lives to every wind 

that blows.”
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Admission and Entrance Exams
If you have any questions about Admissions please 
contact the Director’s PA at:

secy@bishopcotton.com

All registered candidates are expected to participate 
in the entrance procedure.

Please note that in the event of national travel 
restrictions the entrance procedure will be carried 
out remotely using online testing, school references 
and interview.

The offer of a place is dependent on a merit rating 
and places being available. The merit rating includes 
points from the Student Information Form which the 

parents are expected to complete. In this way the 
school tries to balance the emphasis on students 
entering school between pure academic capability 
and perceived potential.

Entry Points
Our academic session begins from 1st March and 
ends on 30th November.

The usual entry points are Classes III to V.  
Candidates may apply for places in Classes VI-IX, 
but these are always limited in availability. Places 
will be awarded subject to candidates reaching the 
pass mark in each subject and thereafter based on 
strict merit rating order and subject to availability.  If 
places are not immediately available any candidates 
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“BCS believed in me even when I was not sure 

about what I believed in. That sort of support 

is special and opened opportunities that I could 

only dream of.”

Sujay Sanan, Artist and Old Cottonian

How to Apply



of the requisite merit rating will be placed on a 
waiting list in strict merit rating order.

Parents applying for admission in March will need 
to prepare their child for an entrance test for in the 
preceding September. If, for example, a child is 
seeking admission to class V, then he has to prepare 
for the examinations using the frame of reference for 
admission into class V.

Test Criteria
The test will usually comprise of 40 minutes written 
tests in English, Hindi, Mathematics and General 
Awareness. There will also be a reading assessment 

and a verbal and non-verbal assessment to see 
if your child is prepared to cope with life in a 
residential school. There is no syllabus for the test, 
neither are sample question papers available. At the 
time of registration, a Frame of Reference for the 
class concerned is forwarded to applicants and the 
entrance test is based on this.

Test Centres
Normally the entrance tests are conducted over the 
first weekend of September at Shimla and second 
week end of September at Delhi and other test 
centres.

We look forward to welcoming you to 
Bishop Cotton School, Shimla
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BISHOP COTTON SCHOOL

Shimla, Himachal Pradesh, India
Telephone 0177 2620880

Email: secy@bishopcotton.com
www.bishopcottonshimla.com

Overcome Evil with Good


